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The Vortex Method With Finite Elements

By Claude Bardos, Michel Bercovier and Olivier Pironneau

Abstract. This work shows that the method of charcteristics is well suited for the numerical

solution of first order hyperbolic partial differential equations whose coefficients are

approximated by functions piecewise constant on a finite element triangulation of the

domain of integration. We apply this method to the numerical solution of Euler's equation

and prove convergence when the time step and the mesh size tend to zero. The proof is

based upon the results of regularity given by Kato and Wolibner and on L°° estimates for

the solution of the Dirichlet problem given by Nitsche. The method obtained belongs to the

family of vortex methods usually studied in a finite difference context.

Introduction. The vortex method is based on an old concept of fluid mechanics

which says that for two-dimensional nonviscous flows the vorticity in the fluid is

transported by the flow; thus, if the initial distribution of vorticity consists of a

finite number of point vortices, the flow at later times can be found by transport of

these point vortices along the streamlines of the flow that they create.

In mathematical terms this means that the two-dimensional stream function-

vorticity formulation of Euler's equations

-^+«Vw = 0,    -A* = w,   m = VA* in fi X 10, 7T,
(1) J   3/ J '    L'

u(t = 0) = 2 to,°5(x - x,),    *|r = *0,

where 8 is the Dirac function, T, the boundary of fi, is integrated by

(2)

<o(x, 0 = 2 ",°(* - *,(')),

dx
-^=VA*(x„0,   x,(r = 0) = x„

-A* = 2 to,°6(x - x,.(0),    *|r = *<>■

This method was first implemented by Christiansen [6] and Chorin [5] and

thoroughly tested by Baker [2] on the roll up of vortex sheets. From the theoretical

point of view if fi = R2 Hald [10] showed that when (2) is discretized explicitly in

time, when the Dirichlet problem is approximated by a suitable discretization of

the corresponding Green's function and when the Dirac functions are smoothed by

appropriate convolutions then the method converges. In Baker [2] the Dirichlet

problem is discretized with finite differences, and as far as we know the conver-

gence is not established in such a case.

The present work is based on the rather straightforward observation that the

system (2) is perhaps easier to analyze when it is discretized by the finite element
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method than by the two previously mentioned methods because the equation for

the characteristics x,(r) can be integrated exactly if VA* is piecewise constant on a

triangulation of fi X ]0, T[. However, the error analysis shows that in the finite

element context it is no longer feasible to work with Dirac functions; it is better to

use a piecewise constant discretization of w°(x). Therefore, we shall not work with

point vortices but with a piecewise constant approximation of the vortex field

(3) «(*, 0 = 2 «?(,)/(* - *,('))
1 = 1

where I(x - x¡(t)) equals 1 if x and x,(r) belong to the same element of the

triangulation and zero otherwise, where TV is the total number of elements and

where j(i) is the index of the element to which x,(0) belongs. Therefore we will have

to compute certain characteristics backward in t in order to define w(x, t) by (3).

Thus, although in spirit identical, in practice the present method is substantially

different from the point vortex method of [2] and [5]. Both have the advantage of

being nondissipative; ours is conservative in a statistical sense only in terms of «°.

On the other hand, we do not have to insert new vortices in some regions of the

flow as in [6] and the method is more appropriate to smooth flows. But most of all

an error analysis will be given and the method is unconditionally stable in time.

This, by the way, may also be true of the cloud and cell vortex method [5], [2] as

was observed by Baker.

The proofs are involved and difficult in their details but the guidelines are

simple: we assume that the regularity obtained by Wolibner [14] and Kato [11] for

the solution holds. Thus, to measure the error between the exact solution and the

appropriate solution we measure the distance between two particles, one trans-

ported by the exact flow and the other by the approximate flow. In the process L°°

estimates of the finite element solution of the Dirichlet problem for -A will have to

be established following the arguments of Nitsche [12].

For the sake of clarity and also because the method of characteristics in the

finite element context can be useful for other hyperbolic systems, we begin with a

presentation of the method for the transport equation. Then, in Section 2 the

method and the error analysis is explained for the two-dimensional Euler equation.

Finally, the numerical implementation and some numerical tests are presented in

Section 3.

1. Finite Elements and Characteristics for the Transport Equation.

1. a. Statement of the Problem. Let fi be a bounded open set of R", let Q =

Q X ]0, T[, and u a divergence free (V-m = 0) vector of (H\Q) n L°°(Q))n.

Let/and p0 be two functions of LX(Q) and consider the problem

,     v ^- + mVp = /   in fi x 10, 7T = Q,
(1.1) 9r H    J J '   L     *'

p(x, t) = p0(x, t)    for all (x, r} e 5 = fi X (0} u 2",

where T is the boundary of fi, v is outward normal and 2~ = {{x, t): u(x, t) ■ v <

0, x e T}.

2" represents the part of the boundary of Q where the flow enters into fi; thus
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the boundary conditions for p are given at initial time and when the velocity u

enters into fi.

Several physical phenomena are governed by this equation, known as the

transport equation. On rectangular domains fi (1.1) is easily discretized by any

upwind finite difference scheme, but if fi is complicated there is no simple

nondissipative finite element scheme, and the method of characteristics is usually

considered as an expensive numerical method. Let us show that for first order

accurate discretizations this is not so costly.

The method of characteristics is based upon the following observation: given

{x, /)EÖ define [Xx''(t), t} by

dX       \u(X(r),r)    if*(r)efi,
(1.2) ^=l0    ifX^fi, Vre]0,r[,

X(t) = x.

If u is uniformly Lipschitz continuous with respect to x, (1.2) has a unique solution

on ]0, r[; then we define

(1.3) p(x, t) = Po(X*'(0), 0) + f7(X*-'(t),t) dr

and claim that p is a solution of (1.1). If the data u, p0 and/ are not smooth the

proof is difficult [15], but if p0,/and u are in C'(£?)> men p is differentiable with

respect to {x, r} and

p(Xx''(r), t) - p(x, 0 - "§(t - 0 + VxP(X*''(t) - x)

(1.4) + o(t - t) + o(X - x)

dp

and also

-(^ + «vj^t - o + <Kt - 0

i>(X*>'(r), t) - p(x, i) = Cf(Xx'(a), a) da.
Jt

Therefore we have the following result:

Proposition 1. When u is uniformly Lipschitz continuous in x and divergence free

and p0, m and f are in LX(Q), then the solution o/ (1.1) is given by (1.2), (1.3).

Remark. Equation (1.2) includes the possibility that a characteristic leaves fi

before t = 0 with the convention that/|r = 0.

l.b. Discretization. To discretize (1.1) we choose a triangulation <5h of fi made of

nonoverlapping triangles if n = 2 or tetrahedra if n = 3 with the usual properties

[4]:

\ = kir-,
(1 5)   ri n ry = 0 or one vertex, or one side (or face), (or one edge),

N

U t, = Q,h c fi, distance (fiA, fi) = 0(h2), h = size of largest side of %.
i
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If Ar denotes a time step then Q is approximated by

(1.6)    Q„ = U Pv;   Py = T, x ]jAt, (j + l)Ar[,      j - 1.M - £(7/Ar).

Instead of u we shall approximate the stream function * of u, i.e. the function such

that

_/9*3      9*2    9*,      9*3    9*2 _ 9*, \

y 9x2       9x3 '  9x3       9x, '  9x,       9x2 /

(L7) =[—   - — )    if« = 2
\ 9x2'    9X| /

Let *A be an approximation of * in the space Hh:

(1.8) Hh = [rjpA: <pA is continuous in x; Vm^ is linear inx and constant in r, V//}.

Then we approximate m by a function which is constant on each P„\

(1.9) "*=VA*„

and we shall denote by ph(x, t) the soluton of

^+uhVPh=fh   inQAx]0,r[,
(1.10) d/

p*(x, r) = p0/l(x, 0   on Sh,

where/, and p0/l are piecewise constant approximations of/and p0.

Even though p\ given by (1.10), belongs to a finite-dimensional function space

we approximate it further by choosing a point {|v, tJ] in each /*,, and set

(1.11) Ph(x, t) = p\i*, tj)   V{x, r) E P0 Vi = 1, . . ., /V,/ = 1, . . . , M.

Proposition 2. For almost all choices of {£", tJ} £ /•«, pA £y uniquely defined by

(1.10), (l.U) and computable in a finite number of operations by the following

algorithm.

Algorithm 1: Computes the solution of (1.10) for one x and t.

1. Find the prism P0 which contains {x, r}; set {x°, t0} = (x, r) and m = 0.

2. Compute X E tf + such that {xm - Xuh(xm, tm), tm - X) E 8/^, the

boundary of P«.

3. Setxm+1 = xm -H(xm, rm), rm + 1 = rm - X. If rm+1 =0orxm+1 E 9fi„ go

to 4, else find Pkl such that

(1.12) {xm+1, rm + 1) E Pw,       MA(xm+l, tm+x)\Pii   points inside Pw,

and go back to 2 with m = m + I, i = k,j = /.

4. Set ph(x, t) = PoA(xm+1, r+1) + Z7_o/*(*'. ''Xi'*' - *')■

Proof. Since ma is piecewise constant on Qh, the characteristic that passes through

a given point (x, t} is a broken straight line, which is determined by its nodes.

These are located at the discontinuities of uh, therefore on the boundaries of the P¡j.

Condition ( 1.9) insures that a Pkl satisfying the condition of step 3 can be found.

In fact in the sense of distributions uh is divergence free. Therefore, the normal

components of uh are continuous across the sides of the triangles thus (1.12) can be

fulfilled. However, this procedure does not give a unique solution whenever the
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broken straight line passes through a vertex. This is why Proposition 2 is stated for

almost all {|, /,.}.    □

Algorithm 1 simply states that the characteristic to be computed can be found by

starting from {x, r} and following the directions-MA from one P¿J to the next.

Remark. Construction (1.9) may prove to be expensive because it costs a

Dirichlet problem at each time step. In most cases uh can be discretized directly but

then the algorithm may get stuck in one element.

I.e. Implementation. In practice one usually computes ph for all {x, r) E Qh:

therefore it would be too costly to compute N X M characteristics. It is more

feasible to proceed as follows: Pick one point in each element and compute the

characteristic that begins here forward in time. If at some time step an element is

not crossed by one of these characteristics, pick a new point inside the element and

compute the characteristic backward in time that ends at this new point. At each

time step make sure that no more than TV characteristics are stored, i.e. discard

some characteristics if they end up in the same element. This gives the following

algorithm:

Algorithm 2: Computes ph(x, t) solution of (l.lO)-(l.ll) for all (x, t) E Qh.

0. Choose £'° E t¡, i - 1,.. ., N. Set r° = 0,j = 0.

1. For all i = 1, to M do

with Procedure F(£iJ, tj, At,uh, 1) compute all the nodes {xj¡, /¿'}^_, of the

characteristic solution of

/j 13) ^L=[ "/.(■*> T)    iix G Öa>

dt      10    otherwise,

for all t E ]tJ, tJ + Ar] with X(tJ) = £,y.

Set

(1.14) g*M/+« = x^   tJ+i = tJ + Ar,

m,j - 1

(1.15)     ph(e(i)J+\ tJ+l) = Ph(tiJ, ñ + 2 /*(*£ tfX«+i - 'i0>
i

where k(i) is such that

(1.16) Ê*W+" E Pk(iy+l.

2. For all /' < N such that there are no k(i) = /' with Procedure

P(è''°, tJ+\ tJ+x - tj-\-uh, -\) compute all the nodes {**,/*}? of the

characteristic solution of (1.13) for all r E ]0, tJ+l] with X(tJ+]) = |''°, and set

(1.17) trj+l-ln,

"h.

(1.18) ph(^+\ r>+1) = Poh(X(0)) + ZMxï. <Ä)('« - '«+i)-
i

3. Replace j by/ + 1 and stop if/ > M, else keep only one |* per t, and go back

to 1.

Remark. The nodes {xj{, t'm) of the characteristics are the vertices of these

broken lines.
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Procedure F(£, t, At, vh, e). Computes with the method of Algorithm 1 the

intersections [xm, tm) with the boundaries dP0 of the elements of the triangulation

of Qh, of the characteristic X(t) solution of

dX Í on It, t + AtI    ife=+l,

on [t — At, t[    ife = -l,
— = vh(X,t),oxQÚX <2fi„
dt

(1.19)

Alternatively we may choose to use

with X(t) = f

Algorithm 3: Computes the solution ph(x, t) of (1.10), (1.11).

0. Choose 9 = T/r, r E N.

1. For /' = 1 to r compute with Algorithm 2 the solution of (1.10), (1.11), over

r E [(/' - 1)9, i9[ with ph(-, (i - 1)0) for initial condition.

Comments. For regular fields uh most elements are expected to contain one end

point of the characteristics that are computed forward in time. For those elements

which have no such characteristic at a given time we pick any point, here |'°, and

compute the characteristic that ends at £'°, backward in time; last, note that it is

not absolutely necessary to go back till r = 0; the user may pick a time 0 and ph(t)

can be computed from ph(t — 6) according to (1.18); this gives Algorithm 3. These

schemes could be made conservative by putting appropriate weights in (1.14), (1.15)

according to the number of characteristics that end in the same element and start

from the same element, but the error analysis below would no longer be valid.

The number of operations, NX, of Algorithm 3 is of the order of

I D2T        I u.At     \        uh9\
(1.20) ^<(^-max(^-,l) + ^)c,

where C, is some constant of the order of 10, v is an upper bound on the number of

backward characteristics computed at each time step, D is the diameter of fiA.

We have found that the best choice for Ar is the one that makes the characteris-

tics cross one element, i.e.,

(1.21) At^h/uh.

Then even for 9 = T, assuming that v is of the order of D/h, the method is

0(\/h3), that is, comparable to the work necessary to solve a Dirichlet problem with a

good finite element method.

l.d. Error Analysis. We shall denote by | • | a the LP(Q) norm. For convenience

we assume that u ■ n = 0 on T, in order to derive the error estimates in this section.

Theorem 1. If ph is computed by Algorithm 2 then the L°° error is 0(h + At) for

smooth data. More precisely

Ipa(-,')-p(-,')L,o

< T\fh - /L,e + IP«» - p0Liö + C2|VA*„ - VA*!^.
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Proof. Let Xjl4 be a characteristic computed by Algorithm 1. Then

|p*(x, r) - p(x, r)| < f'\fh(Xhx''(r), t) - f(X*'<(r), r)\ dr

+ \PoH(Xx"(0))-p0(Xh*-'(0))\

< |V/|.,e/'\Xx''(r) - X*'<(r)\ dr+\fh-f\UQ

+ IVPoU|*A"'(0) - **''(0)| + |p0A - PoL.0.

(1.23)

On the other hand

(1.24) ô(t) = X?(r) - X*\t)

satisfies

(1.25) \8\ = |VA*A(^, t) - VA*(x, r)\ < |VA*„ - VA*Uß + |*"Liß|fi|,

and from the Bellman-Gronwall lemma this yields

IVA*. - VA*L „
(1-26) |«(t)| < *     -^(-1 + exp(|*"L>e(r - t))).

I loo.ö

Therefore

(xm    \ph(x,t)-p(x,t)\

{ '   ' <T\f„- /Liß + \p0h - p0\xM + C2|VA*A - VA*!^.

Now we make the same analysis with the characteristics computed forward in time

and we get the result.

The fact that (1.22) implies an error of order h and Ar is classical (see Ciarlet [4],

for example).   □

Remark. Of course in many applications p is not in ïV1,0O(Çl) and therefore the

error estimate (1.22) does not hold. For example (1.22) does not hold in case of

shocks; it only gives an idea of the precision of the method locally in a region

where the solution is smooth.    □

It may prove to be too memory-consuming to take 9 = T.

Theorem 2. For smooth data Algorithm 3 yields also

(1.28)       \Ph(-, r) - p(-, OU < C,[~ + Ar)   Vr, V0 = PAt,P > 1.

Proof. As for Theorem 1

4=\ph(y,jAt)-p(y,jAt)\

< W(xfJA'((J - P)A')) - p{X^'((j - p)At))\

+ r      IfhWir), r) - f(X^'(r), t)| *
J(j-p)^<

<\ph(-,(j-p)At)-p(-,(j-p)At)\x

+ \Vp\x\Xh^'((j - p)At) - X^'((j - p)At)\

+1/ - ¿IcoM' +1v/1. fjà'    \xyw - XW(r)\ dr.
J(j-p)At
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Now we make use of (1.26) with t = (j — p)At and r = /Ar to find that

|VA*A - VA*L0/
«^ < 4-' + (|VpL + Atp\Vf\S--rsr,-^(exp(|*"L>epA0 - 1)

iY loo.e

+ l/-/J«/»A/ + |VpL*.
It remains to sum up the above inequalitites from/ = t/At to/ = p; it yields

|p*0> 0 - p(', 0L,a < |VpL(* + Ar) + |p0A - pol^ + IVpLA/pA/

+ l/-/J„npAríV/L + |Vp|ao)

exp(|*"L0pAr) - l
. |va*a - VA*L,gr ':-^/—.     n

Remark. Thus, from the point of view of error estimates, it does not seem

necessary to go back very far in time along the characteristics to compute ph. From

the point of view of numerical practice, however, there is much less dissipation when

9 is large.

It is interesting to note that the present framework is well suited to show the

convergence of the classical method of characteristics. To obtain a scheme that is

0(h + At), it is sufficient to use Euler's method to compute Xj*'(-):

(1.29) Xh*-'(t - At) = x - uh(x, t)At.

However, ph must be interpolated from its values at the vertices of ?FA, piecewise

linearly in x. Also Xh might not be in fiA, thus uh must be extended outside fiA.

Again for simplicity but without loss of generality we assume u ■ n\r = 0.

Proposition 3. Under the above assumptions, if ph(-, t) is piecewise linear on ^h

and Vx vertex of ^h, Vr E ](/ - l)Ar,/Ar[

p„(x, r) = Ph(X^(tJ-1), r'"') + fh(x, t)At

where Xh is computed by (1.29) then for smooth data (u and its extension and f in

L~(Q),p(-,t)inW^(®))

\Ph - PL < c(* + A/ + h2/At).

Proof. We proceed as before:

\Ph(ljAt) - p(ljAt)\ < \Ph(-, (j - l)Ar) - p(-, (/ - 1)A0L

+ \Vf\xfJA'     \X^'(r)-X^'(r)\dr

+ \Vp\aB\x£>"(U - l)Ar) - X^'((j - l)At)\ + \fh-f}xAt.

From (1.29) we get

\X^'((j - l)Ar) - X^'((j - 1))| < |«A - «LA/.

which yields the result, because

|p„(.,/Ar) - p(-,/Ar)|M <  max |pA(£,/Ar) - p«,/Ar)|+ |V(Vp)|0OA2.
Î vertex

Remark. From the point of view of error analysis it is not necessary to compute

the characteristics with the accuracy chosen but from the numerical point of view

(1.29) (as well as 9 = Ar in Algorithm 3) introduces a large discretization error.
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Theoretically the method is nondissipative; for example if fi is a duct and p0 = 1

for x < 0 and p0 = 0 for x > 0 and if m = (1,0) then ph can take only the values 1

or 0. But nevertheless the method will distort the shock, so that in a statistical sense

it is dissipative. Let us give a heuristic argument to estimate the statistical

dissipativity of the method.

Equation (1.10) can be viewed as

^ + (m + t,a)Vpa=/+t,a   infi„x]0, T[,
(1.30) öt

Ph(x, t) = Po(x, r) + <(x, r)   on Sh ,

where ijA, r¡'h, t\'h' are the errors due to the discretization.

Assume that each triangulation is taken with a given probability; then the errors

become random variables and ph can be seen as a random process solution of a

stochastic partial differential equation.

It is known that if -q, t/', r¡" are Gaussian processes with zero mean then the

expected value p of ph will satisfy

(1.31) ^ + uVp - V• (o-Vp) = /   infix]0, T[,    p = p0   on S~,

where o is the variance of r¡h.

In our case of course it may be difficult to show that t/a is Gaussian when the

triangulations ?TA are chosen with equal probability, but if it were then a would be

proportional to h2, so that in all likelihood there exists C4 such that p satisfies (1.31)

with a = C4h2. Then we may say that statistically the order of dissipation is 0(h2).

2. Application to the Euler Equation in Two Dimensions: Construction of the

approximate Solution and Error Bounds.

2.a. Construction of the Approximate Solution, fi will denote a simply connected

smooth convex and bounded open set of R2. In this open set we consider the

solution of the Euler equation

(2.1) Y+ uVu = -Vp,    Vm = 0   infix]0, T[,

(2.2) m(x, r) - n(x)\da = 0.

n(x) denotes the outward normal to 9fi, boundary of fi and (2.2) means that the

fluid is tangent to the boundary of fi. Nonhomogeneous boundary conditions can

be handled but we restrict ourselves to this case for clarity. When the initial data

m0(x) or w0(x) =VAm0(x) are known the solution of (2.1) and (2.2) is completely

determined. Indeed using the stream function ^ or the vorticity <o =VAm, one can

show that (2.1) and (2.2) are equivalent to the equations

(2.3) -^ + mVw = 0   in fi X R„
dt

(2.4) ._,*♦-(£._£).

(2.5) -A*-«,   «Hio-0.

We will introduce the P1 approximation of (2.4) and (2.5). We will denote by fiA a

convex polygonal approximation of fi, constructed with a regular triangulation ?FA
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as in Lb. We will assume that the boundary vertices of ?TA belong to 9fiA n 9fi. We

will denote by Vh the space of continuous functions on fiA which are linear affine

on each triangle ?TA and which vanish on the boundary 9fiA.

The Discretized Problem. uh(x, t) is chosen constant on every prism Pik = t, X

[kAt, (k + l)Ar]; it is defined by the relations

(2.6) ma(x, r) =VAitf   forr E[fcAr, (k + l)Ar[,

(2.7) ** £ Vh and f VrpkV9h dx =   £  «*(*'*> kAt) f 9h(x) dx,   V0A E Vh.

wA satisfies the transport equation

(2.8) ^+maVWa = 0,   w(x, 0) = (VAm0)(x)

and |'* E Pik are chosen according to Algorithm 4 which constructs an exact

solution of (2.6), (2.8).

Algorithm 4: Construct a solution of (2.6), (2.8).

0. Choose £'° E r„ i = 1, . . . , TV. Set r° = 0, A: = 0.

SetioA(|'o,0)=VA«0(r°).

1. For/ = Oto TV do

compute the solution of (2.6), (2.7)

with Procedure F(£ik, tk, At, uh, 1) compute all the nodes of {**, /*},* of the

characteristic solution of

(2.9) — = wA(.Y, t)    for all t E1/*, r* + A/1 with ATr*) = £'*.
ÖT J J

Set

{***+> = x»,   ,*+■ = ,* + Ar,   íúa(£*'>-*+1, r*+1) = wA(£*, /*),

where/(/) is such that ^«•* + l e />j,(,M+1.

2. For all Ï < /Y such that/(/) ¥= /', Vr do

with Procedure F(|'°, /*+1, tk+x, -uh, -1) compute all the nodes {x%, tk}f-

of the characteristic solution of (2.9) for all t E ]0, /*+1[ with ^(/*+1) = f°,

and set r',A: + 1 = I''0, <¿h(V'*+\ tk+l) = toA(¿'-°) where / is such that X(0) E

P..0-

Remark 1. Algorithm 4 proceeds exactly like Algorithm 2 to integrate (2.8). The

fact that ma depends upon wA is not a problem because wA can be computed on

[kAt, (k + 1)A/] if ma is known on [0, A:A/].

Remark 2. As before one could choose a 9 and compute the characteristics

backward on a time interval 9 only.

2.2. £V/w Bounds. Equation (2.8) is a transport equation; therefore the sharpest a

priori bound for the solution uh, uh is given by the L°° norm of uh. Namely we have

(2-10) K(-, 0L-(o.) < K(-)L-<B).

The situation is similar when one tries to prove the regularity of the exact solution

of the Euler equation in two dimensions. From the relation (2.10) one deduces that

to is bounded uniformly in L°°(fi). Therefore the solution of the elliptic system

VAM = U,      V-M = 0,      M-i^o^O
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is uniformly bounded in L°°(R+; ^'^(fi)) for 1 < p < oo but not forp = oo, and

it is not possible to prove directly that the higher order derivatives of u remain

bounded. This fact is related to the nature of the Green's function of the Laplace

equation: from the solution of the equation

-A* = <o,    *U = 0,

m is given by the formula

= /j)*       9*\

\ 9x2 '    9x, /
m =VA*

and is not Lipschitzian, but satisfies the following a priori estimate

(2.11) |m(x) - u(y)\ < C\x - y\ Logy-^-rH«,,
i*   y\

where D denotes the diameter of the open set fi. Now let x(t) and y(t) be the

trajectories of two particles of the fluid and denote by p(t) = |x(r) — y(t)\ the

Euclidean distance between x(t) and y(t). Since x(r) and y(t) are the solutions of

the differential equations

(2.12) x(r) = «(x(r),r),   y(t) = u(y(t), /),

one deduces from (2.11) the a priori estimates

(2.13) |p(/)| = |m(x(/), /) - u(y(t), 0| < Cp Log j^.

By a comparison argument one finally obtains

(2,4) (ff<f<(«f.
The first inequality of (2.14) is the cornerstone of the proof of the regularity of w

(in C0'a(iï)). Then one obtains easily that u is bounded in C1,a (see Wolibner [14],

Schaeffer [13] and Kato [11] for details), but the bounds involve constants, like

those in (2.14), rapidly growing with /. Nevertheless, for smooth data we have

m E WXco(Q).

To get an error estimate on \u> — toj^ we shall need the following lemmas:

Lemma 1 (Tartar). // 0 < a < 1 and if

d

(2.15)

then

a8«"
< c4/t'-a + c55(0) + c68(t)   Vt E ]0, /[,

5(0 < c7(h + At),

(2.16) 8(t) <c8(/i'-a + At)   VtE]0,/[.

Proof. Note first of all that if (2.15) were an equality then

8(t) =

(2.17)

c4/i,_a |  c5 c7(h + A/)c6£e-^' + cAhl-°(e^' - 1)

c6 c6 c6£ - c^e-*«' - 1)

(ec"e(T-l) - 1) + c7(A + A/)É?c«e(T-'>
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with e = ± 1 ; therefore the result is reasonable. Now to prove it one has to use the

Bellman-Gronwall lemma on time intervals of length 9 such that

(2.18) 0 < — log(l + I/2c5).
C6

Indeed on ]0, 9[ (2.15) implies

(2.19) fi(0)[l - c5(ec*e - l)/c6] < 8(9)ec<-9 + (ec¿> - \)c4hl~a/c6

and (2.18) yields then

(2.20) 5(0) < 2c6ec<98(9) + 2(ec-e - \)cAh]~a.

In turn (2.15) and (2.20) imply

d
(2.21) *«*>

< c4hl-a[\ + 2(ec<f> - l)c5] + 2c6c5ec<08(9) + c6o\t).

So by repeating the same argument on t E ]0, 29[ and so on one finds eventually

d
(2.22) **>

< cgh}-a + cw(h + At) + c68(r),

which yields (2.16).

Lemma 2. Assume that fi is a bounded convex open set, let Th denote a regular

triangulation of fi. We will assume that fiA = U{k: k E Th] is contained in fi and

that every interval belonging to 9fiA has its vertices on 9fi. As usual we will assume

that the diameter of k is of the order of h and that there exists a constant C

independent of h and kh so that one has, for every triangle kh E Th:

(2.23) (diameter of kh) < C(diameter of the circle inscribed in kh).

For every function weL™(fi), we introduce the functions i/< and \bh by the relations

(2.24) xp E H¿(Q),     f V*V0 = f(¿9 dx   V0 £ Hx(Sl),

(2.25) *A E V„,     f V<phV9h = f o£h dx   V9„ E Vh.
Juh Ja,

Then we have for any p, 1 < p < oo,

(2.26) |uV - \l>h\wi.~(a) < Chx-l/p\u\L»(ay

In (2.26) C denotes a constant independent of h and w.

Proof. The proof follows with slight modifications the line of the proof given by

Nitsche [12] which is also described in the book of Ciarlet [4]. First we notice that

any 9h E Vh can be extended by zero in fi — fiA and defines a function still

denoted by 9h which belongs to //0'(fi). Therefore Vh is a closed subspace of //0'(fi).

Conversely let nA^ be the P, Lagrange interpolate of any function \p E //0'(fi) n

7/2(fi), (\p being continuous, this expression makes sense). nA^ vanishes on 9fiA;

therefore nA^ E Vh and we have (cf. Ciarlet [4, (3.1.39), Chapter 3, §3.1, p. 123]):

(2.27) |* - nA^| wk.„(Çlh) < CA2-*-2/"|^| W*{QÙ,       k = 0 or 1 andp > 2.

Using (2.24) and the fact that « is in L°°(fi), we deduce from (2.27) that we have for
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k = 0, 1

(2.28) |* - nh^\w,„w < ch2-k-2/"\^m.

(As usual (2.26) is valid only for p < +oo.) Next on the space H¿(Slh) n Wx'°°(ilh)

and on the space Vh we will use the weighted norms

(NI) v ->|ü|0,oo,a + A|log h\ |u|lj00,p.

and

(N2) v -*|log /i|"1/2|t)|o,oo,n + A|«|¡.«.o-

From (2.25) we deduce that \ph is the projection of \p: Ph\p (for the scalar product

fa VmVü dx) on Vh. Therefore we have (Ciarlet [4, (3.3.61), p. 163]),

(2.29)     |log h\-x,2\Ph^\0<ooMh + h\Phip\Ua>jat < c(Mo,oo,o, + A|log h\ |*|i.oo.oj.

Next we have

\\ogh\-x/2\* - ^A|o,oo,o, + h\l> - «tli,«*,

= \\ogh\-x/2\(I - PjVkcoA + h\t - ^|i,oo,o,

(2J°) = |log A|-1/2|(/ - Ph)tt - üa)|0>mA + A|* - ^liWA

< C(|* - o*|a»A + A|logA| \t - t5A|1>00,ßJ,

where C denotes a constant independent of h for /i small enough, and vh any

element of Vh. Now taking for vh the interpolate TT^jp and using (2.27) we obtain

(2 31)
< (\\ogh\-x/2h2-2/" + hllogh^h1-2/»)]^^.

From (2.28) we also have

(2-32) |uV|2,,,ß < C|«|L-(0).

These estimates remain valid for domain fi with corners of angle 0,, provided one

has

(2.33) max(n/6,) <p.

With the relation (2.21) and Lemma 2.1 we can give an error estimate:

Theorem 3. Assume that fi is a smooth regular convex open set of R2 and that the

initial data m0(-) is a smooth function (m0(-) belongs to C2(fi) for instance); then the

solution of (Ph): (2.6), (2.7) and (2.8) converges to the solution of (2.1), (2.2) (or

equivalently to the solution of (2.3), (2.4), (2.5)). More precisely, denoting by At the

time step and by h the parameter of the triangulation, we have

Ve £ 10, 1T there exists h°, A/0 such that:
(2.34) J      L

|wA(x, /) - co(x, 0| < C(/)(A,_e + At)    V/t < A0, At < At0.   □

Remark. In (2.34) C(t) denotes a constant depending on m0 and /, but not on h,

At, furthermore C(t) is rapidly growing towards C(T) when / increases. As we

mentioned in the beginning of the section C(T) may itself grow very fast with T.

Nevertheless, Theorem 3 shows that the method is of order hx~' + At.
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(2.35)

Proof of Theorem 3. By construction

|<oA(x, /) - to(x, 0| < |<oOA(*f-'(0)) - <úo(A"-'(0))|

<K - «ol. + |v«oU**tV(<>) - ***(0)|.

where the second inequality was obtained from the first by adding and subtracting

(jQ(XH'J,'J(0)) in the first one. Therefore

(2.36)      |<oA(-, /) - <o(-, OU < Cnh + IViOol.sup\X^-'J(0) - X"(0)\.

Now by construction of Xh and X we have

d

x,t

(2.37)
h(xrJ(T) - X"(r)) -\uh(xr\r),r) - u(X*->(r), r)\

< \u„(; t) - m(-, t)|ot + |V«|0O|*f*,(r) - X*'(r)\

(again to get the last inequality one adds and subtracts u(X¿"'''(t), t)). Let i£ be the

solution of

(2.38) -A¿ = wA    in fi,   4>\T = 0.

Then, according to Lemma 2,

KO, t) - «(-, r)\x < |VA«pA(-, r) - VA*(-, OU

(2.39) +|VA^(-,0-VA^-.OU

< Cl2hx-'\uh(-, t)\x + C13|<o„(-, r) - <o(-, OU;

the last term comes from the continuity of (-A)"1 from L°°(fi) into Wx,x(Çi). Now

(2.35), (2.37) and (2.39) yield

d

dr
(Xr(r) - Xh'-'(r)) <C12|WA(-,r)|00A

l-e

(2.40) + cJk - <o0|w + |V«ob|wsup|*f<*>-»'<'>(0) - X*-<(0)\)
v x,t I

+ |VMU|Xf>(T)-^'(T)|-

If we take x = x*, t = t* where the * denotes the values for which the sup in (2.40)

is attained, then Lemma 1 gives

\X^-^'">(0) - X*'-''(0)\ < Cl4(hx" + At),

and finally the Bellman-Gronwall lemma yields the result.    □

3. Preliminary Numerical Experiments.

Test 1. We have solved problem (2.3), (2.5), with

fi=]0,l[2,       Wo = [10   - [-22,-33] X [.11, .22],
1    elsewhere,

and we have triangulated fi with 3 families of parallel lines h = 1/9, Ar = .1. At

later times w can only be equal to 10 or 1. Therefore the initial spot, w = 10, is

expected to turn with the flow and the area of {x: w(x, t) = 10} remains constant.
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Since our scheme is conservative in a statistical sense only the area mentioned

above is not constant, but it fluctuates around the exact value. The spot can be

seen to turn with the flow.

Test 2. Similar problem in a ring. These problems are particularly difficult for

dissipative numerical methods.

Test 3. This test simulates the dispersion of a pollutant (chimney smoke) by a

wind. The pollutant comes out of T,, a part of the boundary T, with initial velocity

2.7 times the initial velocity of the wind and a vorticity of 10, while the wind has no

initial vorticity; fi contains a hump (hill) to illustrate the feasibility of the finite

element method.

:

Figure 1
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; tu i-R I S 3.      3.
FUI FR FQUHTIONS

fütFR fQUHTIONS EULER EÖUHTIONS

Therefore we have solved

Figure 2

9«"97+ (VA*)Vco = 0,   «(/ = 0) = 0,

w|r¡ = 10,   w|r2 = 0,    -A* = w,

9*

dy r2ur.
- 1,

9*
9x

= 2.7,    *|r< = constant.

The triangulation shows 225 nodes and At = .2.

Computing times are 30" on an IBM 370. 168 for Tests 1 and 2 and 1 mn for

Test 3. The plottings of the vorticity (shaded area on the figures) are done by hand

because it is piecewise constant on the triangulation.
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Figure 3

Conclusion. This work gives some results on the implementation of the method of

characteristics in a finite element context. Error estimates and applications to the

vortex method are given. Practical applications however will involve shocks and/or

boundary layers if there is a slight dissipation. Extension of these results to include

dissipation is in progress.
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